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I. Introduction

A recent report from the Illinois Policy Institute (IPI) argues that the state’s school finance system is broken, favoring a few districts—Chicago, Cook County and the Collar Counties—at the expense of districts elsewhere in the state. The authors’ proposed solution is to turn spending decisions over to parents, who would then have the ability to individually determine where their education dollars are spent.

The report cites three main policies as contributing to this inequitable distribution of funds. The first is the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law (PTELL), which limits the annual growth in property tax bills in certain districts throughout the state. The second is the exclusion of property located in Tax Increment Finance (TIF) zones from the computation of district property values for the purposes of state aid calculations. Third is the change to a broader, more inclusive definition of “low-income” for the calculation of poverty grant aid. Each of these is explained below.

The report makes a legitimate claim that TIF financing carries consequences for school finance and, indeed, the exclusion of this property from state aid calculations is likely to affect the distribution of state aid. Similarly, limits on the growth of property tax bills from PTELL are likely to affect the amount and distribution of aid. Finally, the amount of state aid devoted to students in poverty has grown in recent years. That said, IPI does not provide any specific policy recommendations for how to reform the system or any empirical evidence that the current distribution of aid is inequitable.

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report

The report sets the stage by documenting the growth in per student funding in Illinois since the passage of the Property Tax Extension Limitation Law (PTELL) in the mid-1990s. Particularly striking is the 148 percent increase in per pupil funding over the past 20 years. That said, only about 25 percent of education revenues come from state sources, compared
to the national average of 44 percent from state revenues, ranking Illinois 50th in the share of education funding provided in 2010.²

The centerpiece of the report is a critique of the formula grant program and the poverty grant program by which Illinois’ allocates General State Aid (GSA). In Illinois, the formula is designed to provide a minimum level of education spending—the Foundation Level—for each pupil in the state. Districts with property wealth below the level at which a 2.3% tax rate yields the Foundation Level of spending are provided aid from the state to make up the difference. Thus, the amount of state aid depends critically upon the district’s measured property values.

The poverty grant program distributes funds to districts based on the number and concentration of low-income students. The concentration is calculated by the Department of Human Services as the district’s 3-year “low-income” average divided by average daily attendance. State aid allocations increase with the school district concentration of poverty, that is, those districts with higher concentrations of poor students receive more dollars per pupil in poverty aid. Thus, the amount of state aid also depends critically upon the poverty counts.

The IPI report levels three critiques of school finance in Illinois: (1) the property tax extension law limit gives some districts unfair funding advantages, (2) when districts establish a tax increment financing zone, the state shares the burden (3) the more inclusive definition of poverty leads to higher poverty grant awards and does not account for districts’ ability to pay.

**Critique 1: The Property Tax Exemption Law Limit (PTELL) Gives Some Districts Unfair Funding Advantages**

The PTELL was designed with two purposes in mind: first, to limit the growth in property tax bills in districts where property values and assessments are increasing faster than the rate of inflation, and second to provide property owners with protection from tax bills that increase due to the rapidly increasing market value of their property. This limit has been in effect for the “collar” counties since 1991 and for Cook County since 1995. Other districts in the state can hold a referendum to become PTELL districts, and all districts subject to the limit can hold referenda to override the limit. When calculating education aid in these districts, the state uses capped property tax values, rather than the actual property values.

According to the Institute, PTELL provides “subsidies” to certain districts because these capped property values are used in the calculation of the formula grant, rather than the (somewhat higher) actual property values the districts. Further, the report argues that this policy disproportionately benefits Chicago and Cook counties, which receive larger “embedded subsidies” than other districts, at the expense of downstate counties.

**Critique 2: When Districts Establish a TIF Zone, the State Shares the Burden**

Tax increment finance zones (TIFs), are established by local governments to encourage economic growth in geographically circumscribed areas through improvements in
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infrastructure (or other public investments). The debt incurred to finance improvements is repaid through the tax revenues generated by the increases in property values occurring within the zone. Thus, revenue increases generated in TIF zones cannot be used to finance any other local public goods, such as education, until the debt has been repaid and the TIF zone has been terminated.

Because the increase in property values for properties located in TIF zones is excluded from state aid calculations, they are allocated down higher levels of general state aid. Furthermore, the additional funds tend to flow to a small number of districts - specifically, districts located in Cook County and the collar counties.

Critique 3: More Expansive Definition of Poverty Leads to Higher Poverty Grant Awards and Does Not Account for Districts’ Ability to Pay

Finally, the report describes how changes in the way poor children are counted result in larger poverty grants for these same districts. Beginning in FY 2004, children living in households with income below 200 percent of the federal poverty line ($46,100 for a family of four) are counted as low-income. Prior to this, only those students with household incomes below 100 percent of the poverty line ($22,811 for a family of four) were counted. This change led to a dramatic increase in the number of students classified as “low-income” across the state, which the report implies was particularly dramatic in Cook and the collar counties. In addition to qualms about the overall increase in the count of low-income students, the report criticizes the structure of the poverty grant formula, which gives districts increasingly more funding per pupil as the poverty concentration increases and is “not distributed based on the demonstrable need of individual districts.”

Recommendations

From this, the report argues that these general state aid “subsidies” need to be discontinued and the financial power for the education system needs to be turned over to the parents. It cites alternative schemes in Wisconsin and Indiana, but does not provide a concrete policy recommendation as to what this finance system should look like.

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Findings and Conclusions

Critique 1: Proper Tax Extension Law Limit (PTELL) Gives Some Districts Unfair Funding Advantages

The report argues that because PTELL districts are treated as having lower amounts of taxable property wealth than they truly have, the tax limitation provides these districts with an unfair advantage. This, the report argues, means that the state aid formula does not accurately portray PTELL districts’ ability to pay.

Critique 2: When Districts Establish a TIF Zone, the State Ends up Sharing the Costs
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Since the general state aid formula excludes the increase in property wealth in TIF districts, they get more aid than they would have if TIF gains were included. Thus, non-TIF districts subsidize TIF districts through higher levels of state aid.

**Critique 3: The More Expansive Definition of Poverty Leads to Higher Poverty Grant Awards and Does Not Account for Districts’ Ability to Pay**

The report argues that the growth in the amount spent on the poverty grant (from $0.29 billion in FY 2000 to $1.77 billion in FY 2013) and growth in the poverty grant as a share of state aid to districts (from 10 to 37 percent) is due entirely to the change in the definition of low income in 2004. It also notes that Cook and the Collar counties experienced the most growth in their poverty grants during this time.

**IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature**

While the report cites a number of government-generated statistics, it is quite thin on relevant literature. For example, it fails to cite any of the extant literature on the effects of school finance on inter-district equity or student achievement. Further, in order to make concrete recommendations about a more appropriate state aid system, the report should describe more efficient and equitable systems and also describe how Illinois compares to other states in terms of standard equity statistics.

Additionally, the report includes no reference to the extensive research literature documenting the higher cost of educating poor students, nor any reference to the research exploring the weights used in categorical funding formulas in other states. Rather than addressing the wide literature on vertical equity, the authors simply claim that poverty grants were instituted because the “state believes low-income students require more resources to educate.”

Finally, the report details the drawbacks of TIF districts but neglects to discuss any of the reasons localities might create a TIF zone. In particular, it neglects to cite any of the extant literature on the effects of TIFs on economic development, property values, and spillovers into surrounding districts, etc., much of which finds, at most, modest changes in property values in TIF zones, casting doubt on the report’s claim that the exclusions have dramatic effects on state aid distribution.

**V. Review of the Report’s Methods**

The methods used in this paper are entirely descriptive and focused on distributions, and trends in state spending. One major issue is that many of the graphics report distributions for a single year rather than showing how these distributions have changed over time. A cross-sectional analysis such as this provides no evidence about whether—or to what extent—policies such as PTELL and TIF exclusions have led to a fundamental change in
the distribution of funds. Without any “pre-post” comparison data it is impossible to determine whether the distribution of spending is a function of actual property wealth, changes in demographics across the state, or the policies themselves. Thus, the report provides no direct evidence about its causal claims.

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions

The conclusions do not flow from evidence.

Even taking all of the evidence at face value, none of it supports the report’s conclusion that the education finance system in Illinois should be turned over to parents. No evidence presented in this report suggests that parents would do a better job of allocating resources for student success, nor is there any description of what exactly the authors intend. What “turning power over to the parents” actually means in terms of policy and logistics is not described. Do the authors propose to use a system of statewide weighted student funding where funding “follows” the student to whatever public school he or she attends, as proposed by the Fordham Institute? Most proposals to “fund the child” rely upon weights that give additional funding for special education, poverty, English language learners and other cost factors. If so, what weights do they imagine using in that formula? Presumably the poverty weights would be smaller than those currently used in the poverty grant aid. How much smaller? Also, given that students will likely travel limited distances to school, how will the fundamentally change the distribution of poverty aid? Perhaps they have a voucher system in mind. Whatever the underlying preferences of the authors, no evidence is presented that Illinois voters prefer an alternative system, much less weighted student funding or vouchers in particular.

More generally, the IPI report provides no evidence of any real “flaws” in the current funding system, nor any evidence on trends in student performance or school finance equity or other indicators of problems in the education sector statewide.

The report provides no evidence from the research literature in support of its critiques of the PTELL, TIFs, and poverty measures.

Critique 1: The Property Tax Exemption Law Limit (PTELL) Gives Some Districts Unfair Funding Advantages

The PTELL property value exclusion does affect the distribution of state aid and some districts do, in fact, receive larger amounts of state aid than they would absent this law. Whether this means state aid is unfair, however, is unclear and the report provides no specific criteria for evaluating fairness.

Low tax bases mean that Downstate counties receive substantial state aid funding and in fact, receive significantly more such funding per pupil than either Cook or Collar counties. The only exception to this, as presented by the report, is the Chicago public school district, which receives only $400 per student more general state aid funding than Downstate
districts. Thus, the report fails to demonstrate that Downstate districts are “harmed” by the property tax limitations.

At the same time, the report ignores any differences in state income and sales taxes paid by residents of PTELL and non-PTELL districts. Whether taxpayers in a district are net “winners” or “losers” in public education finance depends upon their income and sales taxes as well as property taxes and state aid. Since much of the state revenues derive from residents of Cook and the Collar counties, an equally (or more) compelling case might be made for larger aid payments to these districts in the interest of fairness.

**Critique 2: When Districts Establish a TIF Zone, the State Ends up Sharing the Costs**

The report’s claims about TIF zones are not without merit. Excluding gains in property values in these zones undoubtedly translates into more aid in a given year. That said, at least some of the gains in property values are due to the TIFs, which were explicitly created with the intention of increasing property values. Thus, while districts with TIF zones receive more aid from the state than they would if the TIF exclusion were eliminated, the state may be providing little or no more aid than it would have in the absence of these zones.

The report’s use of rhetoric in some ways masks the validity of its claims. For example, Table 10 is titled “Chicago hides nearly $30,000 in property value per student,” which could more accurately be said, “Chicago allowed to exempt nearly $30,000 in property value per student.” While the former is phrased in a way to ignite strong opinions, the latter is more likely to be read and believed by an objective audience.

A final shortcoming regarding the TIF exemption is that the report fails to present any evidence that the resulting distribution of state aid is inequitable by any standard. By providing a more comprehensive and objective presentation, the report’s claims would be much more convincing and the points that the report makes would, ultimately, be strengthened.

**Critique 3: More Expansive Definition of Poverty Leads to Higher Poverty Grant Awards and Does Not Account for Districts’ Ability to Pay**

Although it is clear that using the more inclusive threshold for household poverty will allocate more to some districts than they would have received with the more conservative definition, the magnitude and significance of the difference is unclear. If the “near poor” (included in the new measure) are concentrated in districts also serving high shares of the poor (counted in both the new and old), the change in poverty counts may have little effect on the overall distribution of poverty aid. The more inclusive definition of low-income may increase the level of funding, but have little effect on the relative share of aid received by each district.
Further, increases in poverty aid do not necessarily result from changing the definition of low-income, as state policymakers could enact offsetting changes in the aid programs to maintain the overall budget allocation.

IPI presents an incomplete view of the changing poverty grants, by focusing attention on the percentage change in poverty grants, rather than the absolute levels of funding. Thus, some of the large percentage growth in aid the report highlights reflects low initial aid more than large dollar increases in aid. In fact, in terms of absolute growth in aid, downstate districts are second only to Chicago.

Finally, the report’s claim that the poverty grant should account for each district’s ability to pay conflicts with both standard practice and empirical evidence. While states generally distribute most state aid through programs that explicitly account for district ability to pay, state aid programs that expressly direct revenues based upon the representation of poor children are also almost universal. Such aid is provided in part because of the widely recognized higher cost of educating poor students and, in part, because districts with high shares of poor students may be disadvantaged in their ability to raise sufficient funds to offset this additional cost. Illinois' poverty grant program is not unusual in this regard.

VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance of Policy and Practice

While this report provides some good background on Illinois’ General State Aid system and raises some legitimate concerns about the use of tax increment financing, its usefulness for evaluating education finance in Illinois is limited.

Most importantly, the empirical support for the report’s critiques of the current system is weak and there is little in the way of concrete, specific policy objectives or proposals. Despite voicing concerns about the current distribution of state aid, it does not provide any clear and useful information about what the distribution of state aid should look like (according to some clear criteria) or what it would look like if the current policies were changed. Is the objection presented in the report to the level of funding or to the distribution? These are different concerns, with different solutions. While the report leads with the claim that that money is not being spent in a way that is “best” for the students, it never details what “best” for the student means. Without any explicit criterion, it is impossible to evaluate. In the end, the policy conclusions do not follow from the evidence presented. The report seems to argue that the distribution of funds across the state is unfair and from this conclude that the finance system should be turned over to parents. There is, however, no specific plan for what this might look like or evidence to back up the claim that parents would do a better job in determining how money should be spent.
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3 The Collar counties consist of DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and Will counties.


5 This subsidies point is somewhat semantic. One could also view these as “tax expenditures” because the state government is in essence deducting the additional local revenues that could be realized from increases in property values above the rate of inflation.

6 See, for example:


8 See for example:


This literature finds that cities with TIFs grow more slowly than cities without and that there are heterogeneous effects on both industrial property values within TIF zones and property values in surrounding areas. These effects depend on the mixture of property located in the TIF zones such that those zones containing mostly industrial properties see a decrease in property values in the zone itself as well as in the surrounding districts, and zones containing both industrial and residential properties leading to increases in property values in surrounding districts.

See for example:
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